
 

           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 

  

       

Market Commentary     

Global bonds rally after BoE goes against market expectations 

• There was a strong rally in global bond markets on Thursday after 
the Bank of England (BoE) held interest rates at record lows, 
surprising investors who had spent the past few weeks positioning 
for a shift towards tighter monetary policy from big central banks. 
The move came the day after the Federal Reserve confirmed its 
long-telegraphed intention to shrink its US$120 billion-a-month bond 
purchases by $15 billion a month but took a patient stance on 
future rate rises. 

• The BoE confounded market expectations of a rate rise, which had 
ratcheted up following a series of hawkish public statements from 
policymakers. Governor Andrew Bailey said last month that the 
central bank would “have to act” if inflation proved stubbornly 
high. UK government debt rallied sharply, erasing part of its heavy 
losses over recent weeks, while the Pound fell against the US Dollar. 
The moves in UK gilt yields to reflect higher prices, as investors 
reined in their expectations for a steep rise in interest rates over the 
coming year, indicated a market caught wrong footed. 

• The rally spread to other big bond markets, with the US 10-year 
Treasury yield falling to 1.52%, and the US two-year recording its 
biggest one-day rally since March 2020, with the yield last down to 
0.41%. In equity markets, Wall Street and European stocks closed at 
fresh all-time highs, continuing their move higher in the wake of 
Wednesday’s Fed meeting. 

• The benchmark S&P 500 closed up 0.4%, the sixth consecutive 
record close. The technology-focused Nasdaq Composite closed 
up 0.8%, also its sixth consecutive closing high. Tech companies 
tend to be fast-growing, expecting a bulk of their profits many 
years into the future, so they see a particularly powerful boost to 
their valuations when bond yields are low. The Dow Jones Industrial 
Average dipped nearly 0.1%. The index had closed at an all-time 
high of 36,157 on Wednesday, but couldn’t gather enough steam 
to beat that level on Thursday. 

• On the data front, US jobless claims totalled 269,000 for the week 
ended 30 Oct, the lowest pandemic-era total and better than the 
275,000 expected by economists polled by Dow Jones. The real test 
will come tonight, when the Bureau of Labour Statistics publishes its 
monthly payrolls report. Economists expect the US economy to 
have added 450,000 jobs in the month of October, above 
September’s result of 194,000. 

• Asian equities liked the Fed’s patience, as markets headed for 
gains. The MSCI Asia Pacific Index climbed as much as 0.7%, driven 
by gains in technology shares including Tencent, Alibaba and 
Keyence. Japan and China led gains around the region, with 
stocks also climbing in Indonesia and Hong Kong. Markets in 
Singapore, India and Malaysia were closed for holidays. 

Kaisa misses payout  

• Chinese developer Kaisa Group Holdings Ltd missed payments on 
wealth management products it guaranteed, the latest sign of 
stress in the nation’s beleaguered real estate industry. Kaisa’s bonds 
and shares tumbled on Thursday on mounting concerns over its 
financial health. The company joins troubled industry giant China 
Evergrande Group in seeing its cash crunch reach the point where 
it hurt investors in high-yielding wealth products. 

 

 

Singapore Market Statistics     

  Close Net Chg % Chg 

Straits Times Index 3,219.7 -12.7 -0.4% 

FTSE ST Financials 1,078.6 -3.8 -0.4% 

FTSE ST REITs 871.1 -1.7 -0.2% 

FTSE ST Real Estate 837.6 0.4 0.0% 

        

Vol (m) 1,594.7 -294.6 -15.6% 

Turnover (m) 1,205.9 40.3 3.5% 

52 week range 2,489.7 - 3,237.2 

Gainers / losers 206 / 241     

        

World Indices       

  Close Chg % Chg 

S&P 500 4,680.1 19.5 0.4% 

DJI 36,124.2 -33.3 -0.1% 

Nasdaq Comp 15,940.3 128.7 0.8% 

FTSE 100 7,279.9 31.0 0.4% 

STOXX Europe 600 483.2 2.0 0.4% 

        

Nikkei 225 29,794.4 273.5 0.9% 

Hang Seng Index 25,225.2 200.4 0.8% 

SHSE Comp Index 3,526.9 28.3 0.8% 

SZSE Comp Index 2,425.2 31.6 1.3% 

SHSE SZSE CSI 300 4,868.7 47.6 1.0% 

KLCI 1,531.3 -6.3 -0.4% 

JCI 6,586.4 34.3 0.5% 

SET 1,626.3 14.3 0.9% 

KOSPI 2,983.2 7.5 0.3% 

TWSE 17,078.9 -43.3 -0.3% 

        

FX & Commodities       

    Close % Chg 

USDSGD   1.3511 -0.2% 

USDJPY   113.76 0.2% 

USDCNY   6.397 0.1% 

USDHKD   7.782 0.0% 

        

WTI Crude USD/bbl. 78.81 -2.5% 

Brent USD/bbl. 80.54 -1.8% 

Gold USD/oz. 1,792.1 1.3% 

Silver USD/oz. 23.80 1.2% 

        

Source: Bloomberg 
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Research Ideas 

United Overseas Bank Ltd (UOB SP) - 3Q beat 

 
• Solid 3Q21 results, which reflected a steady 

performance despite a continued 
challenging macro environment.  

• ESG rating has been upgraded, placing the 
bank on par with domestic peer DBS and 
above the median rating of global peers.  

• In view of this improved ESG score, our fair 
value is lifted to SGD32 implying 1.39x 
price/book. 

• UOB’s year-to-date (02 November 2021’s 
closing) total returns of +26% has 
outperformed the STI index’s +17% returns, 
underscoring our advice to add positions 
on weakness since last year. 

 

3Q net profits up 57% yoy  

3Q21 net profits of SGD1.05bn (vs market 

expectations of SGD1.03bn) gained +4% qoq and 

+57% yoy  driven by healthy loan growth (+2.5% 

qoq), sustained fee income and lower provisions 

(impairment charge of SGD163m represented a 

decline of -66% yoy). 3Q operating profit of 

SGD1.38bn gained 2% qoq and 10% yoy. 3Q net 

interest income of SGD1.6bn gained 8.8% yoy, 3Q 

NIM ~1.55% (down 1bp). Net fee income and 

commissions of SGD589mn gained 15% yoy. Cross 

border revenues were stable while loans related, 

wealth and fund management saw strong 

recovery. Asset quality was benign with npl ratio of 

1.5% and credit costs last quarter coming in at a 

low 20bps (flat qoq, in line with prior guidance of 

credit costs below 25bps). Balance sheet remained 

healthy with CET1 ratio of 13.5% (slight decline -

0.7%pt qoq). Cost income ratio was maintained, 

unchanged qoq at 43.7%. CET1 ratio fell to 13.5% 

(from prior quarter’s 14%) following 1H dividend 

payout and stronger growth in risk weighted assets 

(5% increase).  

 

For 9M21, net profit of SGD3.06bn grew +37%, 

supported by rising income and lower credit 

allowances as business sentiment gained strength. 

Net interest income grew 4% yoy, with healthy loan 

growth of 9% and largely stable NIMs. Net fee and 

commission income rose 24% to reach a new 

record of SGD1.82bn. Wealth management fees 

gained 22% to a record SGD639mn. Customer 

related treasury income increased 8% while other 

non interest trading income fell 12% to SGD822mn 

on the back of lower non-customer trading income. 

Operating exenses grew 3% as staff costs increased 

but offset by lower discretionary expenses. Cost 

income ratio as a result improved from 45.3% to 

 
43.8%. Total allowance fell 53% yoy to SGD546mn, 

as asset quality stabilised. Credit costs on loans fell 

from 57bps to a benign 23bps. 2022 guidance was 

not provided. 

 

UOB’s share price has provided +26% total 

returns and outperformed the STI index’s +17% 

total returns year to date, underscoring our 

advice to add positions since last year  

Buy rating is maintained with valuations still at 

reasonable levels (as of 2nd November 2021’s 

closing, UOB trades below its 10Y hist. average 

multiple of 1.24x), the gradual reopening of borders 

is supportive of further recovery in regional business 

flows over the medium term.  

 

ESG rating has been upgraded, fair value is 

raised to SGD32 implying 1.39x price/book, below 

+1 s.d. to its 10Y historical average multiple. The 

latest bank’s ESG performance places it on par 

with domestic peer DBS and above the median 

rating of global peers. On the fundamental side of 

things, we continue to see scope for UOB’s share 

price to gain ground, with potential catalysts from 

improving fee income momentum, loans growth 

recovery, stabilizing NIMs and easing concerns in its 

ASEAN loan book. Management tone remains 

cautiously optimistic on the recovery outlook 

ahead. The group remains focused on its digital 

agenda to capture customer demand, and sees 

opportunities arising from the growth recovery in 

Greater China and developed markets. Overall, 

we remain overweight on global financials, in 

particular banks, as the sector benefits more 

directly from higher rates expected over the 

medium term and continued economic recovery.  

 

Previous FY21E guidance: double digit growth in 

non interest income, lower credit costs outlook 

(improved to below 25 bps, from prior 30bps 

guidance), stable cost income ratio, loans 

expected at high single-digit and dividend payout 

ratio of 50%.  

 

ESG updates 

Sustainable financing demand increasing across 

different client segments. In its latest 1H21 results 

release, UOB shared the group has seen demand 

increasing from more companies with the group 

extending a total of $13bn in financing to clients as 

of end June 2021. The group has steered wealth 

towards sustainable investments with total AUM in 

ESG focused investments estimated at SGD5.7bn as 

of end June 2021.   
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UOB has been upgraded for its ESG performance in 

October 2021 review, joining domestic peer DBS 

and pegging the bank above the median global 

industry rating. The latest upgrade was driven by a 

reassessment of its management practices related 

to mitigating environmental risks in its lending 

business which appears to have industry leading 

practices in ESG due diligence, and executive 

oversight. Other positives observed include its 

strong governance performance, alignment of 

accounting and pay practices with shareholder 

interests although employee attrition levels are 

above industry average, which may suggest 

improvements needed in human capital 

management areas. Its board is well organized with 

majority independent composition, separate CEO 

and chairman roles, which supports management 

oversight process. The bank has a majority 

independent risk committee to review risk taking 

behaviour by senior decision makers. BUY. 

(Research Team) 

 

 

 
 

CapitaLand Investment Ltd (CLI SP) - Events 

panning out nicely 

 
• Encouraging trends from 3Q21 business updates 

• Funds under management grew 9% from end-
2020 to SGD84.3b 

• Higher NAV per share and lower net gearing 
ratio 

 

Continued growth in FUM and fee income 

CapitaLand Investment Limited (CLI) provided a 

business update for 3Q21. Overall funds under 

management (FUM) rose 9% from end-2020 to 

SGD84.3b (as at 30 Sep 2021), while fee income 

grew 19% YoY to SGD656m in 9M21. The latter was 

driven largely by its Fund Management business 

(fee related earnings +34% YoY), followed by 

Lodging Management (+23%) and Property 

Management (+3%). CLI had historically increased 

its FUM by 10-11% a year organically, and thus 

remains on track to meet this growth momentum in 

FY21. We believe it is almost certain to achieve its 

SGD100b FUM target by 2024 ahead of time. While 

there are headwinds still surrounding the hospitality 

sector, it was encouraging to see that CLI’s 

Lodging Management segment’s RevPAU rose 33% 

YoY and 12% QoQ in 3Q21, with YoY growth across 

all reported geographies. It had 129k lodging units 

under management, as at 30 Sep 2021, including 

700 from the student accommodation sector, 

which is one area which CLI is seeking to grow 

more meaningfully (mostly via Ascott Residence 

Trust).     

 

Capital recycling has seen robust momentum 

this year  

CLI has consistently reiterated its focus on capital 

recycling to unlock value for shareholders. This has 

been put into action, as illustrated by total gross 

divestment value of SGD12.3b YTD (effective 

divestment value of SGD5.0b), which is well above 

its annual divestment target of SGD3b per annum. 

Meanwhile, total gross investment value of 

SGD5.3b (effective value of SGD1.9b) has been 

made YTD, of which 69% was in new economy 

assets such as logistics, data centre and business 

park properties. Separately, CLI announced that it 

has established two private funds in Japan and 

South Korea, of which it would hold a minority stake. 

The two funds would add SGD688m to its FUM. The 

private fund in Japan has acquired two 

commercial assets in Japan from CLI, while the 

Korean fund has acquired two operating cold 

storage logistics properties from an unrelated third 

party. Management will place an increasing focus 

on growing its private equity real estate business, 

and this will be driven in part by the hire of two 

senior personnel from BlackRock and Brookfield 

Asset Management. 

 

Solid balance sheet with improved financial 

metrics  

In terms of financial position, CLI’s net gearing ratio 

declined to 0.49x, as compared to 0.64x for 

CapitaLand prior to the restructuring completion 

(as at 30 Jun 2021) and 0.55x for CLI on a pro forma 

basis, as at 31 Mar 2021. Management alluded that 

some of its real estate investment manager (REIM) 

peers have net gearing ratios of 0.2-0.3x, and there 

is definitely room for CLI to drive its leverage ratio 

further down, including capital recycling activities 

to convert more assets to FUM. Interest coverage 

ratio for CLI was high at 7.8x, while NAV per share 

increased to SGD3.07 (as at 30 Sep 2021) from 

SGD2.934 (pro forma end-1Q21 basis). We maintain 

our forecasts and fair value estimate of SGD3.83. 

 

ESG Updates 

CapitaLand leads its peers in the adoption of 

strong sustainability programmes, in particular to 

governance. It also has a majority independent 

board and an independent Chairman to support 

oversight of management. On the category of 

‘Opportunities in Green Building’, CapitaLand’s 

portfolio features a relatively high proportion of 

green-certified buildings relative to peers. 

According to CapitaLand, it has concluded its 

augural Sustainability X Challenge to crowd-source 

the world for the best sustainability innovations as 

part of its 2030 Sustainability Master Plan, and has 

set up a SGD50m CapitaLand Innovation Fund. 

CapitaLand has also retained its listing on the 2021 

Global 100 Most Sustainable Corporations in the 
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World index by Corporate Knights Inc. It remains a 

constituent of the 2021 FTSE4Good Index Series, 

along with CapitaLand Integrated Commercial 

Trust. CapitaLand and all five of its Singapore-listed 

REITs are also ranked among the top 10 in their 

respective categories in the Singapore 

Governance and Transparency Index 2021. BUY. 

(Research Team) 

 

 

 
 

Ascott Residence Trust (ART SP) - Recovery 

gaining momentum 

 
• RevPAU grew 49% YoY and 8% QoQ 

• Recovery driven by easing travel restrictions 

• Acquisition of fourth student 
accommodation in the US 

 

Fifth consecutive quarter of RevPAU recovery  

Ascott Residence Trust’s (ART) operating 

performance continued to improve in 3Q21 with 

portfolio RevPAU rising 49% YoY and 8% QoQ to 

SGD70, largely due to higher average daily rate 

while occupancy rate remained relatively stable. 

As of 30 Sep 2021, 98% of ART’s properties were 

operational.   

 

Japan, US and UK led the sequential RevPAU 

recovery  

The recovery in RevPAU was mainly driven by 

Japan (+108% QoQ) due to contracted group 

bookings during the Olympic Games, the US (+50% 

QoQ) and the UK (+45% QoQ) on the back of 

strong summer leisure demand and easing travel 

restrictions during the quarter. Despite the 

resurgence of Covid-19 infections in China, RevPAU 

grew 3% QoQ, supported by corporate long stays. 

Conversely, RevPAU declined for Singapore (-24% 

QoQ on the same store basis due to lower rates 

under the renewed government contract), 

Australia (-28% QoQ) and Vietnam (-19% QoQ) due 

to lockdowns.  

 

Expanding longer-stay asset allocation to 12% of 

AUM  

ART announced the acquisition of Seven07 (entry 

EBTIDA yield: 4.5%; Average occupancy: 100%), a 

freehold student accommodation in Illinois, US. This 

will be the fourth student accommodation property 

ART acquired in 2021. The transaction is expected 

to be completed by Nov 2021. Total acquisition 

cost is ~SGD112.4m which will be financed through 

a mix of debt and 43% of proceeds from the 

SGD150m of private placement launched in Sep 

2021 (38% was used to fund the acquisition of 

Wildwood Lubbock in Sep 2021). While the pro-

forma DPU accretion is only 1.2%, management 

expects strong rental growth of 8% for academic 

year 2022 based on strong pre-leasing momentum. 

Management expects to see annual rental growth 

of 2-3% over the long term, in-line with the market 

average in the US student accommodation. Post-

acquisition, gearing will increase slightly from 35.3% 

to 35.8% with ~SGD2b of debt headroom. We revise 

our estimates and factor in the acquisitions and 

private placement, our fair value estimate 

increases marginally from SGD1.21 to SGD1.22. 

 

ESG Updates 

Ascott Residence Trust's (ART) ESG rating was 

downgraded in Jan 2021. There are concerns over 

ART’s corporate governance which falls into the 

lower scoring range as compared to its peers due 

to ART’s executive pay and ownership structure. 

ART also shows lagging efforts to attract and retain 

talent and fewer green-certified buildings in its 

portfolio. However, ART appears to have stepped 

up its environmental efforts which brought the total 

number of green properties to 21 in 2020 which is 

about four times more green-certified properties as 

compared to 2019. Being part of CapitaLand, ART 

is aligned with CapitaLand’s 2030 Sustainability 

Master Plan to green all of its properties globally by 

2030. BUY. (Chu Peng) 

 

 

 
 

Midea Group (000333 CH) - Delivering growth 

despite headwinds 

 
• Flattish share price performance since 

earlier correction 

• Slight expansion in margins despite cost 
pressures 

• Remain positive over longer term 

 

Flattish share price performance since earlier 

correction  

Since our last report on 22 June 2021, the share 

price of Midea Group has been rather range-

bound (based on the closing price on 2 November 

2021), similar to the performance of the Shanghai 

Composite Index. This was after an earlier share 

price correction before which we advised investors 

to take some money off the table – please refer to 

our 18 February 2021 report, “Lock in some profits”. 

In our view, there had been concerns on the 

impact on margins due to cost inflation, while softer 

domestic sales of major home appliances also did 

not help sentiment. On the former, the company 
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has been making efforts to drive continuing 

product mix upgrades, broaden its less price-

sensitive customer base and improve its supply 

chain efficiency to offset ongoing cost pressures.  

 

Healthy 3Q21 results  

In the group’s 3Q21 results, revenue rose 13% YoY 

to RMB88b to reach RMB263b for 9M21, while net 

profit increased 4% to RMB8.4b to bring the 9M 

figure to RMB23b, within expectations. In 3Q21, 

domestic sales increased by 17% YoY, primarily 

driven by significant air-conditioner price hikes on 

online channels (+23% YoY in 3Q21, per AVC) as 

demand recovered sequentially. Export sales 

growth slowed mainly due to high base and global 

shipping constraints, in our view. As for the robotics 

arm KUKA, revenue expanded by 27% YoY in 9M21, 

driven by continuous growth in China (+47% YoY in 

9M21, with sales contribution reaching 17% from 15% 

in 9M20). Despite higher raw material costs, gross 

margins in 3Q21 slightly expanded by 0.5 ppt YoY 

to 24.9%, supported by proactive price hikes and 

product mix improvements.  

 

Not losing sight of the longer term  

While managing near-term cost pressures, 

management has kept its eyes focused on the 

longer-term growth of the group as well. Midea has 

earlier streamlined its businesses into five major 

divisions – 1) smart household, 2) electromechanics, 

3) ventilation and building systems, 4) robotics & 

automation, and 5) digital innovation – and does 

not intend to make big acquisitions in the coming 

years. There are two areas which are expected to 

offer decent growth in the long run due to their 

large addressable markets, and they are 1) 

ventilation and building systems (market remains 

fragmented in China), and 2) medical equipment 

which is part of the digital innovation segment. The 

group also targets to secure about 10% of the 

global home appliance market share with more 

than USD40b sales in 2025, implying a doubling in 

size from 2020 levels. Growth is expected to be 

driven by five major markets (US, Germany, Japan, 

Brazil and ASEAN) and increased exposure to 

Original Brand Manufacturers.  

 

In April 2021, Midea Group is given below-industry 

average ESG scores for especially controversial 

sourcing and labour management. The group trails 

its peers in the latter due to its labour-intensive 

operations in home appliances manufacturing, 

while it seems there are no discernible programs 

aimed at responsible sourcing of controversial 

materials used in products. On the upside, being 

one of the biggest household appliance 

manufacturers in China, Midea leads industry peers 

in adopting strong practices to manage electronic 

waste. Midea ranks the same as peer Haier Smart 

Home, while Gree Electric is not rated, as of 3 

November 2021. We maintain our fair value 

estimate of CNY 90. BUY. (Research Team) 

 

 

 
 

PICC Property & Casualty (2328 HK) - Weaker 

combined ratio in 3Q 

 
• 9M21 combined ratio increased 0.5pp yoy 

to 98.9% while gross written premiums were 
flat yoy. 

• +30.4% total returns year to date which has 
outperformed the sector.  

• Remains one of our preferred picks within 
the insurer space, as its diversified 
exposure in P&C helps to provide some 
relative shelter against ongoing demand 
softness in the life insurer segment. 

 

3Q21 net profit of CNY3.5bn fell 16% yoy. Gross 

premiums fell 5% yoy to CNY93.2bn, with declines in 

auto, credit & surety and commercial property 

insurance segments. Agricultural/cargo insurance 

saw strong growth, up 27% and 25% yoy. Net 

earned premiums fell 2% yoy to CNY102.7bn. Core 

solvency ratio was largely maintained qoq at 269%.  

 

3Q combined ratio of about 102% came below 

expectation, which increased 3.4pt with pick-up 

seen across all business lines. Loss ratio increased in 

3Q to 77.7% (up by 12.7ppt yoy), while expense 

ratio continued to decline to 24.4% last quarter.  

 

For 3Q, auto combined ratio fell 0.7pp yoy to 98.8%, 

helped by improvement in business mix (shift 

towards household cars). Average premium per 

vehicle was largely stable compared to 1H21. 

Management observed competition has become 

more rational following the Henan floods. NEV 

vehicles currently account for a small 2% of its auto 

business mix, and should become increasingly 

more meaningful given the government’s 20% 

penetration target out of total new auto sales by 

2025. The insurer believes it is outperforming peers in 

this segment driven by its pricing capabilities, and 

database from its scale advantage. 

 

Non-auto combined ratio increased 4.7pp yoy to 

107% in 3Q due to the impact of more 

concentrated natural catastrophes (e.g. Henan 

rainstorms) and rising distribution and reinsurance 

expenses. By business lines, credit insurance saw 

the highest combined ratio of 102.2% in 9M21. 

Management aims to remove the bulk of such 

financing type credit risk by end of this year, which 

suggests the impact of improvement on combined 

ratios from credit insurance should get smaller.  
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9M21 net profits of CNY20bn has gained +15% yoy, 

with 3Q underwriting loss partially offset by higher 

investment income. 9M21 auto premiums fell 8.2% 

yoy due to continued reforms impact, while non-

auto premiums grew 12% yoy and accounted for a 

higher 47% of total premiums, vs 42% a year ago 

and moving closer to management’s target ratio 

of 50%. 9M combined ratio fell 0.5ppt yoy to 98.9% 

(underperforming Ping An’s 97.3%), as higher loss 

ratio (8.6ppt yoy increase) was partially mitigated 

by the 8.1ppt yoy improvement in its expense ratio.  

 

The firm continues to aim for a more evenly 

balanced business mix over the medium term (i.e. 

less auto-oriented). 4Q combined ratio is expected 

to be stable, management targets auto combined 

ratio below 98% in FY21 (vs 9M21’s 97.4%). Looking 

ahead, we expect the impact of motor reform 

implemented in 4Q20 to continue easing as the 

sector adjusts to the new competitive landscape. 

On the other hand, non-auto segment could see 

rising competition and some impact from natural 

catastrophes in 4Q (e.g. recent typhoons in 

Guangdong). The insurer has been making more 

efforts in areas related to social welfare which is 

aligned with policy direction but may increase 

pressure on its combined ratio and underwriting 

profitability.  

 

+30.4% total returns year to date, which has 

outperformed the sector and HSI-index’s -6.5% 

returns, underscoring our prior positive stance on 

the stock. Tactical investors may wish to take some 

profits.  

 

Background: Key highlights of the auto reforms 

implemented in 4Q20 include 1) cutting expense 

loading from 35% to 25% (lower premiums level); 2) 

raising target loss ratio from 65% to 75%; 3) provide 

broader insurance cover at compulsory motor 

(maintaining same premium) and pricing factor 

liberalization (allowing insurance companies more 

flexibility to adjust pricing in a phased approach, 

which should cause overall premium adequacy to 

be lower given current pricing floor is higher).   

 

ESG updates 

In the December 2020 review, PICC P&C was 

upgraded for its ESG track record, which is an 

improvement but nevertheless still pegs the firm 

below the median score achieved by global 

industry peers. The firm still lags peers in terms of 

human capital initiatives with limited regular 

engagement surveys to gauge morale of its staff, or 

comprehensive developmental trainings to boost 

productivity. Corporate governance practices are 

also behind peers, as there is no majority 

independent board with 50% executive directors 

and presence of related party transactions with the 

controlling shareholder which could conflict with 

the interests of minority shareholders. The insurer 

does not seem to have clearly acknowledged 

climate change as a business risk factor and does 

not have any research to mitigate these insurance 

risks within its operations. BUY. (Research Team) 

 

 

 
 

Guangzhou Auto (2238 HK / 601238 CH) - 3Q 

results miss 

 
• Continued supply constraints pressurizing 

industry profitability. 

• 9M21 net profit grew +6% yoy, while 3Q21 net 
profit fell 65% yoy, missing expectations due to 
lower investment income and sales volume 
decline for its Honda and Toyota JVs.  

• Steady GAC-Aion sales over the past quarter. 
Company is on track with its NEV strategy, with 
two new rounds of shareholder expansion 
expected in 1Q22 and 2H22 and 50-100 super 
charging stations planned by end 2021.   

• Fair value is reduced to HKD8.20 (2238 HK) / 
CNY10.42 (601238 CH) in view of the latest ESG 
rating downgrade. 

 

3Q21 revenue of CNY20.9bn grew 19.6% yoy and 

12.9% qoq, driven by sales mix improvement 

favouring high margin models such as Trumpchi M8 

and increase in Trumpchi sales that gained 7.1% 

yoy & 3.8% qoq (out of this segment, GAC-Aion 

increased 41% qoq).  

 

Despite the volume growth, GAC’s local brands still 

booked a loss of CNY834mn (-3.5% yoy, -23.5% qoq) 

dragged by higher SG&A (increased +42% yoy) on 

the back of higher marketing expenses and share 

based compensation.  

 

3Q21 net profit of CNY936mn fell 53% qoq and 66% 

qoq, disappointing market expectations as multiple 

pressures (chip shortage, supply constraints, 

inflation) played a part in weighing down joint 

venture earnings. In terms of volume impact, 

management shared a total volume impact 

estimate of 170k units in 2Q-3Q21 with the two key 

JVs Toyota and Honda being the most impacted 

(registered volume declined 25% and 24% yoy 

respectively). A restructuring cost of ~CNY500mn 

(of which GAC’s share was CNY250mn) related to 

the relocation of its GAC-FCA factory, which also 

had an impact on total investment income.  

 

Management shared the chip shortage has 

translated to around 266k units impacted in 9M21. 
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Out of this number, 170k units were cancelled in 3Q, 

which reduced 27% of its volume for the quarter.  

The Toyota partnership was also impacted in 3Q, 

with sales volume down 23% qoq and 25% yoy. 

Higher raw material prices (more than +10% YTD) 

also had a negative impact on margins. The FCA 

joint venture incurred a one-off relocation cost of 

CNY500mn last quarter.  

 

Cautiously optimistic tone  

Management noted there has been some chip 

supply improvement in 4Q, and cited an 

enhanced model pipeline for GAC-Toyota as well 

as solid order backlog for the new model Toyota-

Sienna (4-5 months accumulated orders up to April 

2022), new SUV and NEV-SUV model launches 

ahead.  

 

Fair value is reduced to HKD8.20 (2238 HK) / 

CNY10.42 (601238 CH) implying 7.3x FY2022E PER, 

in line with its 10Y historical            average multiple 

and reflecting a discount taken for the latest ESG 

rating downgrade, which pushes the firm below the 

global industry median rating.    

 

ESG updates 

GAC’s ESG has been downgraded, pegging the 

firm below the median score amongst global peers. 

There was a material jump in its recall rates (+64% 

of sales in 2020, vs prior three year average rate of   

21% for 2017-20119) and related party transactions 

compared to FY2019, while the inclusion of the 

corporate behaviour theme in the governance 

assessment has also contributed to the   

downgrade.  

 

The company is also noted to lag peers in adopting 

strong product quality practices. The group is 

viewed to be on par with peers in mitigating 

vehicular GHG emissions risks, with higher number   

of new energy vehicles sold in 2020 (+36.2% yoy) 

and a lower average fleet GHG emissions from a 

year ago (-2.3%). GAC is also viewed to be on par 

with peers on labor related risk management with 

similar labour practices as its domestic peers that 

are state owned. BUY (2238 HK) / SELL (601238 CH). 

(Research Team) 
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Latest OIR Reports 

No. 
Report 

Date 
Mkt      

Stock / Sector /  

Market 

    

4 
Report Title    

Bloomberg 

Ticker 
Rating 

Fair 

Value 

1 3 Nov 2021 SG  United Overseas Bank  3Q beat  UOB SP BUY SGD 32.00 

2 3 Nov 2021 SG   
CapitaLand 

Investment Ltd  
  Events panning out nicely   CLI SP BUY SGD 3.83 

3 3 Nov 2021 SG  Ascott Residence Trust   Recovery gaining momentum  ART SP BUY SGD 1.22 

4 3 Nov 2021 CH   Midea Group    
Delivering growth despite 

headwinds 
  000333 CH BUY CNY 90.00 

5 3 Nov 2021 HK  PICC Property & 

Casualty  
 Weaker combined ratio in 3Q  2328 HK BUY HKD 8.50 

6 3 Nov 2021 
HK 

CH 
  Guangzhou Auto    3Q results miss   

2238 HK  

601238 CH 
BUY 

HKD 8.20  

CNY 10.42  

7 2 Nov 2021 SG  Wilmar International   Good results but margin pressure 

remained 
 WIL SP BUY SGD 6.00 

8 2 Nov 2021 SG   Sheng Siong Group    Good set of results    SSG SP BUY SGD 1.63 

9 2 Nov 2021 CH  Haier Smart Home  Solid performance amidst 

headwinds 
 600690 CH BUY CNY 33.00 

10 2 Nov 2021 
HK 

CH 
  Anhui Conch Cement    Better 4Q expected   

914 HK    

600585 CH 
BUY  

HKD 53.00    

CNY 43.60 

11 2 Nov 2021 
HK 

CH 
 China Pacific 

Insurance 
 Focusing on life business reforms  2601 HK   

601601 CH 

BUY   

SELL 

HKD 31.00     

CNY 25.83  

12 1 Nov 2021 SG   CDL Hospitality Trusts   Greater recovery visibility   CDREIT SP BUY SGD 1.34 

13 1 Nov 2021 SG  Far East Hospitality Trust   Ongoing recovery  FEHT SP HOLD SGD 0.64 

14 29 Oct 2021 SG   
Mapletree North Asia 

Commercial Trust 
  Room for more optimism    MAGIC SP BUY SGD 1.15 

15 29 Oct 2021 SG  Starhill Global REIT   Some encouraging signs  SGREIT SP HOLD SGD 0.64 

16 29 Oct 2021 US   ServiceNow Inc    
Solid scorecard mixed with some 

seasonality complexities 
  NOW US BUY USD 801.00 

17 29 Oct 2021 
HK 

CH 
 China Life Insurance   Continued softness in 3Q  2628 HK   

601628 CH 

BUY   

SELL 

HKD 16.80   

 CNY 14.00  

18 28 Oct 2021 SG   ESR-REIT   Stable portfolio   EREIT SP BUY SGD 0.52 

19 28 Oct 2021 SG  Mapletree Commercial 

Trust 
 DPU miss, but some reasons to 

cheer 
 MCT SP HOLD   SGD 2.20 

20 28 Oct 2021 HK   
Hong Kong Exchanges 

& Clearing Limited 
  Core operating trend in-line   388 HK HOLD   HKD 540.00 
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STI Stocks Sorted by Market Capitalisation (US$m) 

  Code Company 

Price on Mkt 

Cap 

Eqy 

Beta 
  Div Yield (%)   P/E Ratio (x)   Recommendation   

3 Nov 2021 US$m (x)   Hist F1   Hist F1 F2   Buy Hold Sell Total   

1 DBS SP DBS Group Hldgs  SGD 32.21 61,409 1.1   3.2 3.6   13 12 12   15 6 0 21   

2 JM SP Jardine Matheson Hldgs USD 57.64 43,137 0.7   2.9 3.0   86 15 11   2 4 1 7   

3 OCBC SP OCBC SGD 11.87 39,709 1.0   3.4 4.3   12 11 10   16 4 0 20   

4 UOB SP United Overseas Bank  SGD 27.20 33,880 1.1   3.6 4.4   13 12 11   16 1 1 18   

5 ST SP Spore Telecoms  SGD 2.49 30,426 0.9   3.0 4.1   73 18 15   17 2 0 19   

6 WIL SP Wilmar Int'l  SGD 4.49 20,865 0.9   3.1 3.5   13 13 12   13 1 0 14   

7 THBEV SP Thai Beverage SGD 0.72 13,477 1.2   3.1 2.9   19 17 16   19 1 0 20   

8 CLI SP Capitaland Investment SGD 3.44 13,239 -   - 2.3   - 20 17   10 1 0 11   

9 HKL SP Hongkong Land USD 5.61 13,187 1.0   3.9 3.9   - 13 12   11 2 1 14   

10 SIA SP Spore Airlines  SGD 5.23 11,529 1.2   - 0.0   - - 112   1 7 4 12   

11 CICT SP CapitaLand Mall Trust SGD 2.15 10,256 1.2   3.3 4.9   13 20 17   17 2 0 19   

12 AREIT SP Ascendas REIT SGD 3.12 9,655 1.0   4.9 5.0   24 21 18   18 2 0 20   

13 STE SP ST Engrg SGD 3.81 8,761 1.0   3.9 3.9   21 21 20   9 0 3 12   

14 SGX SP Spore Exchange  SGD 9.59 7,628 0.6   3.3 3.4   23 23 21   1 11 4 16   

15 KEP SP Keppel Corp  SGD 5.28 7,110 0.9   3.6 3.9   29 14 12   11 0 1 12   

16 GENS SP Genting Spore SGD 0.79 7,098 1.2   1.3 1.9   35 40 21   9 10 1 20   

17 JCNC SP Jardine Cycle & Carriage SGD 22.03 6,443 1.2   3.1 4.3   14 9 8   3 0 0 3   

18 MLT SP Mapletree Logistics Trust SGD 1.99 6,296 0.9   4.1 4.4   18 23 22   8 7 2 17   

19 MINT SP Mapletree Industrial Trust SGD 2.71 5,334 0.9   4.6 5.1   34 20 19   14 2 0 16   

20 MCT SP Mapletree Commercial Trust SGD 2.14 5,284 1.2   4.1 4.3   21 25 22   8 5 1 14   

21 CIT SP City Developments  SGD 7.23 4,886 1.3   1.1 1.8   - 31 15   16 1 0 17   

22 DFI SP Dairy Farm Int'l Hldgs USD 3.47 4,668 1.0   4.2 3.1   27 28 17   4 5 0 9   

23 UOL SP UOL Group  SGD 7.15 4,467 0.9   2.1 2.4   32 20 16   7 2 0 9   

24 FLT SP Frasers Logistics & Comm Trust SGD 1.52 4,135 1.2   5.0 5.1   10 19 20   10 1 0 11   

25 VMS SP Venture Corp  SGD 18.95 4,025 0.9   4.0 4.1   18 17 15   9 2 1 12   

26 YZJSGD SP Yangzijiang Shipbldg SGD 1.33 3,828 0.9   3.4 3.8   8 8 6   7 1 0 8   

27 SATS SP SATS  SGD 4.18 3,454 1.4   - 0.6   - 90 32   5 3 1 9   

28 KDCREIT SP Keppel DC REIT SGD 2.38 3,008 0.5   4.1 4.2   22 22 21   10 4 0 14   

29 SCI SP Sembcorp Industries SGD 2.06 2,694 0.9   2.9 2.2   8 15 10   9 2 0 11   

30 CD SP ComfortDelGro SGD 1.60 2,566 1.1   2.2 3.3   22 19 15   11 0 0 11   

Source: Bloomberg                                   
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